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NEST – building the future together
Lightweight
concrete
shell design

Wooden building
materials for
the 21st century

Working in
the office
of the future

“With our commitment to NEST, we provide the concrete
foundation that paves the way for innovative building
solutions of the future.”
Gerd Aufdenblatten, CEO Holcim (Switzerland) AG

03
“NEST gets our vote! There’s nothing else like
it in Switzerland, where research and development can be tested in practice on site.”
Kurt Frei, Managing Director, Flumroc AG

“Belimo interprets NEST with originality, uniqueness,
meaningfulness and transparency. These four characteristics
guarantee the success of a company. NEST enables us to
test the impact of these characteristics.”
“In collaboration with EMPA and ETH Zurich,
Alfred Freitag, Sales Director, Belimo Automation AG
NEST provides us with new results from timber
research, which encourage innovations and
enable new, marketable timber technology
to be developed and realized.”
Max Renggli, CEO Renggli AG
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“NEST opens the right door for sustainable living and work
space in Switzerland. Consequently, this platform fits in with
Swisscom’s sustainability commitment.”
“As one of the largest real estate investors
and building owners in Switzerland, we’re
extremely interested in the development of
sustainable technology and systems. We’re
proud to be a NEST sponsor.”
Stefan Mächler, Group Chief Investment Officer, Swiss Life-Gruppe

Roger Wüthrich-Hasenböhler, Director Digital Business, Swisscom AG

“Thanks to the knowledge transfer between research
and practice, and testing new technologies and materials under practical conditions, Geberit hopes to be able
to tailor innovative products and systems more specifically to our customers’ needs and launch them on the
market sooner.”
Hanspeter Tinner, Managing Director, Geberit Vertriebs AG
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“The path from the kernel of
an idea to the market
resembles a trek through
the wilderness.”

05

W

e all want to live and work in an environment where we
feel at home and that satisfies our career and leisure
needs. In reality, however, it is often a very different sto
ry: Overly hot in the summer, dry air in the winter, artificial lighting
instead of daylight, atrocious room acoustics – and above all an
unacceptably high energy requirement for heating, cooling and hot
water. Within the scope of the Energy Strategy 2050, this is to be
reduced by a total of 40 percent by 2035 and the amount of fossil
energy even slashed to one third. This is contingent upon a funda
mental transformation of Switzerland’s building stock, especially
the roughly 1.4 million older buildings that come up short in terms
of energy efficiency.

Peter Richner, Dept. Director Empa

NEST – building the future together
Ingredients for a success
Multinational corporations become committed
At face value, Switzerland, the world innovation champions, boasts Almost seven years after the first ideas blossomed into NEST, the
all the ingredients to continue its success story: tremendous eco platform is now going into operation. In an exemplary consorted
nomic potential, an SME-oriented economy and a research commu effort, the public sector, the private sector and science provided the
nity that ranks among the best worldwide. Experience, however, necessary financial resources to make this globally unique research
teaches us that, in the building sector, the path from the kernel of and technology transfer platform possible. The holistic approach,
an idea to its successful implementation on the market is a long and which ranges from energy and comfort to handling water and the
perilous trek through an unknown wilderness, where all too often inclusion of humans, was pivotal. And we are happy to note that
promising concepts fall by the wayside. High building costs and NEST is already being recognized as a unique opportunity by
demands on the lifespan of 20 years for the various trades and more researchers from Switzerland and abroad, and that both SMEs and
dampens the courage to seek new solutions that have not yet proven multinational groups are signing up for the various projects. Moreo
their capability sufficiently in practice.
ver, we managed to arouse the interest of real estate owners, who
will ultimately be the end customers for the new solutions. There
are already concrete collaborations with individual companies,
NEST as accelerator
NEST offers an open and dynamic platform that can plug this gap which have large real estate portfolios. NEST is still a small oasis,
between research and the market. Using new building processes, granted. But it already has great appeal and I am convinced that it
units where people live and work are made from new materials, will continue to grow in years to come and show us how we can
systems and individual components. Instead of under laboratory build the future together. //
conditions, the individual solutions have to prove themselves within
the overall building system. A constant interaction with the users
enables a holistic assessment under realistic conditions, and the
close collaboration between research and industry guarantees that
scientifically founded and marketable insights are generated – an
ideal prerequisite for successful innovations. In this sense, NEST is
an oasis in the aforementioned wilderness, where travelers from
research and industry can meet, bounce ideas of each other and gear
themselves up for the next stage.
Installation of the prefabricated modules for the Vision Wood unit on April 26, 2016.
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A platform
for new ideas emerges
From the project sketch to the official opening
in just under seven years.

N
Images above

The first sketches were
created in 2009, while
the last ones were done
during the construction
phase.
Images below

After the ground-breaking
ceremony in August 2014,
a visitor car park on the
Empa campus in Dübendorf
was transformed into an
excavation site, and then
into the first floor. The
scaffolding in front of the
building disappeared in
early May 2016.

EST’s predecessor project, the living cell “self”, was premi
èred at Swissbau trade fair in Basel in January 2010. It is
designed as a place where two people can live and work, is
the size of a ship container and is self sufficient in terms of energy
and water. As a research and demonstration project, “self” aims to
prove that it is possible to live in comfort (at least temporarily) even
if you can only use natural energy sources.

… August 2009
While “self” is still under construction, Empa’s General Management
is already thinking about a larger
follow-up project. General Manage
ment member Peter Richner contacts
partners from the research sector.
… September 2009
Eawag Director Janet Hering
presents the project, in addition
to a first sketch, to the ETH Board
in the Executive Committee.
… In 2010
Initial ideas for units are developed
together with research groups
from the ETH Domain, universities
of applied sciences and potential part
ners from industry.
… September 2010
A preliminary study is prepared for
the backbone.
… January 2011
The NEST preliminary study is
complete. The search for financing
options begins.
… August 2011
The NEST project receives 2.5 million
Swiss francs from the ‘Frankenstärke’
measures by the Swiss government to
curtail the strength of the Swiss franc.

… December 2011
General planning contract is awarded.
… September 2012
Planning application is submitted to
Dübendorf municipal council.
… January 2013
Bids for preliminary studies for the
units HiLo (ETH Zurich), City
Lifting (EPFL), meet2create (HSLU),
Natural Living (Empa). Natural
Living later becomes Vision Wood.
… March 2013
Planning permission is granted.
… April 2013
Objection by a private individual.
… By the end of 2013,
various partners have committed to
financing NEST: including the
Göhner Foundation, the ETH Board,
the Swiss Federal Office of Energy,
the Canton of Zurich and the Town
of Dübendorf.
… December 2013
The objection to the planning permis
sion is denied. The Swiss National
and State Councils approve the con
struction program in 2014. NEST is
part of the program and can therefore
be built.

… 26 August 2014
NEST ground-breaking ceremony,
with the joint participation of Walter
Steinmann, Director of the Swiss
Federal Office of Energy; Markus Kägi,
Canton Zurich government official;
Lothar Ziörjen, Mayor of Dübendorf,
architect Fabio Gramazio Janet
Hering, Director of Eawag and GianLuca Bona, Director of Empa.
… 11 September 2015
NEST is erected with joint sponsorship from research, industry and
the public sector and all project
partners.
… 12 January 2016
Construction begins on the first
NEST unit: meet2create.
… 26 April 2016
Installation of the prefabricated
wooden modules of Vision Wood.
… 23 May 2016
Official opening of NEST by the
President of the Swiss Confederation,
Johann Schneider-Ammann.
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“NEST is like a small
town.”

NEST’s exterior will often change – the interior will remain
steady and clear. Architects Fabio Gramazio and Matthias
Kohler explain the principle of the “upside down lab”.

HiLo – futuristic building
construction turns real
The HiLo unit of ETH Zurich is to take shape in NEST in 2017. The project ex
tends far into the future: a self-supporting lightweight concrete roof will form
the visual ‘crown’ of NEST. The south and west-facing walls will incorporate an
adaptive façade with moving solar modules that regulate light and shading as
well as the temperature and energy balance of the unit.

TEXT: Rainer Klose / PICTURES: ETH Zürich

“Maximum freedom
opens up maximum possibilities”
NEST provides a solid structure, into which new housing and research modules can keep being slotted. How did you come up
with this idea?
Fabio Gramazio: It was important to us to leave the builders and
users of the units as much freedom as possible. So we designed a
fixed bearing structure. This makes the construction of the units
easier as they don’t need any supports, for instance. Secondly, we
abandoned the notion that all the units needed to be exactly the
same. Instead, we consider NEST like a small town. There are north
and south-facing “plots” – or units – larger ones and smaller ones.
You then have to deal with this given situation and certain limita
tions in a convincing manner.
Do these limitations at NEST to a certain extent force the
researchers to be flexible and find new solutions?
Matthias Kohler: Yes, it brings research close to reality. When you
build in the city, you never have an ideal situation. Some plots are
just the ticket for photovoltaics, for instance; others not at all. You
also need to find answers to this in NEST. And the impact of this
research can be experienced directly; after all, the modules are lived
in, which is a first. In the past, there was often this chasm in re
search: The experiment works under ideal lab conditions, but
doesn’t in everyday life with all its interferences. It’s a different
story at NEST. The research questions are tested directly here.
NEST is a research lab and inhabited building all rolled into one.
How does this affect the architecture?
Fabio Gramazio: The building’s façade will keep changing through
out the project. That’s fully intentional – a town thrives on change.
The atrium and thus also the interior façades, on the other hand, are
constant and very clearly designed. This inner zone also contains
communal spaces, which can be used by residents and visitors.
NEST is effectively a lab that’s been turned inside out. The experi

ments take place on the periphery, i.e. outside, and the façade,
which gives the structure its identity, is at the core, i.e. inside.
The finished building looks convincing and coherent. How long
did it take you to reach this level of clarity?
Matthias Kohler: You’d be forgiven for thinking that it’s a very
stripped-down building at first glance – it only consists of an atrium
and the floor slabs. But it isn’t that straightforward. We invested a
lot of time and energy in designing this building. Although it will
keep changing shape, there are things that simply have to be spot-on.
The emergency escape routes, for instance, always need to work,
regardless of which units are placed where. And the position of the
doors or connections for the technology should really be optimized
so that virtually any conceivable kind of unit can be planned and
installed. All this development work is embedded in the skeleton,
but it’s practically invisible.
While buildings are made to last for decades, their technology
usually needs to be upgraded within 15 years. Can NEST counteract this?
Fabio Gramazio: It’s true that building technology has a shorter
lifecycle than the physical structure. At present, you adapt the buil
ding to this short lifespan. We hope there’s an alternative, though.
If you offer the necessary flexibility, if you embrace the unknown
instead of defining everything, perhaps there will also be possibili
ties to construct buildings that are made to last longer again. //

F

rom 2017, the architectural crown of
the research building will reign from
the uppermost platform in the southwest corner of NEST: the HiLo unit. This
ambitious project is focusing on further
developments in lightweight construction
and energy management of buildings. At
the same time the partners – two research
groups at ETH Zurich – also want to lend
new impetus to design. They are en
deavoring to bring about a renaissance of
filigree concrete shell architecture that is
compatible with today’s energy standards.
Arno Schlüter and Philippe Block, both
professors of architecture at ETH Zurich,
are managing the project together.
Schlüter is responsible for the energy
concept and management of the unit. The
concept is centered around efficient on-site
energy generation and self-learning, auto
matic control approaches for energy supply
and space conditioning. One core element
is the adaptive solar façade on the south
and west-facing sides: square modules of
40 x 40 cm in size are coated with thin-film
solar cells from Flisom, an Empa spinoff.
The modules are controlled pneumatically
and can rotate around two axis to either
follow the sun to collect energy, provide a
maximum of shading for the interior or or
open up the view to the outside.
The indoor climate follows the person
When the room is unoccupied, the unit is
supposed to maximize the solar energy
yield. Either electricity is generated ac
tively using the thin-film solar cells on the
envelope or the incident sunlight to pas
sively heat up the interior of the unit to the
desired temperature. The decision on what
action to take is also supposed to be taken
in interplay with other NEST units, which
pass on their needs to HiLo via the Energy
Hub (see page 21).

INTERVIEW: Michael Staub
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As soon as an occupant enters HiLo, his/her the most opportune energy source available
requirements take priority. The aim is to at the time. Towards the evening, the occu
save the occupant from having to use dozens pant wants privacy and slightly warmer con
of buttons on a control panel in order to ob ditions. And so, the modules shade the inte
tain the right room temperature of pleasant rior and at the same time the temperature
lighting conditions. Instead, HiLo is familiar increases slightly. The occupant only has to
with certain preferences of its occupants and intervene if he/she wants to change the
can use these discreetly in the background lightingor temperature in the room from his/
to optimize energy consumption and maxi her probable preferences. The system learns
mize comfort. Take for example an occupant from these interventions to even better adapt
who likes a bright, cool room during the day in the future.
“Occupant-Centered Control” is the
in order to work or concentrate on reading.
The solar modules open up the view to the name given to this principle by Schlüter and
outside, the LED light is adjusted to the his team, which they have been testing
brightness and the heating and cooling sys in their own offices at ETH Zurich for
tem creates the desired temperature using 18 months now. Schlüter’s team fitted a first

Designed by two ETH-Zurich workgroups and under
construction on NEST’s southwestern face, the
HiLo unit is set to enchant visitors to Empa with its
extravagant appearance.

version of the adaptive façade to the “House
of Natural Resources” of ETH Zurich (www.
honr.ethz.ch) in August 2015 and has since
been researching and further developing the
façade, the effect and the control technology.
For HiLo, the technology is taken to a next
dimension, with two façades influencing the
climate of the indoor space, which due to its
spatial sophistication, is more complex to
control.
“The research on comfort in buildings
has created a vast body of knowledge over
the past 30 years”, says Schlüter. “Nowadays
we pretty much know at which conditions
most people feel comfortable, but we don’t
consider the context enough, like cultural

and psychological aspects. In HiLo, we want
to revisit and validate these findings, which
also mostly stem from laboratory situations,
in a real-life environment.” The research
project is to run several years, as the inten
tion is for guest scientists from different cul
tural regions to spend time living in HiLo
and have their preferences and impressions
collected. What, for example, does a Norwe
gian, a Somalian, a Chinese person and a
Colombian need to all feel comfortable, and
how is this different? HiLo will help to gather
these data and to refine the automation and
control of the systems accordingly. At the
same time the effectiveness and efficiency of
the technology will be tested in real-life con
ditions.
Lukewarm water for heating
The whole endeavor is even more ambitious
due to the fact that HiLo is not only a build
ing with a large percentage of glass on the
façade, but also has different, controllable
heating system components. One of the de
sign innovations, an activated lightweight
concrete floor, will be used for the ceiling of
the private en suites of HiLo. The floor sys
tem incorporates water piping that heats or
cools the room facing surface as required,
thus functioning as a radiant heating or cool

ing element. “Using large surfaces for radia Schlüter sees this obstacle as a sporting chal
tion exchange is a very efficient way of lenge. “Unlike in cold buildings, such as ser
achieving a pleasant interior climate”, says vice stations, our roof covers a heated
Schlüter. And there is another advantage of residential space. This means it has to be
the integrated design: “We can use water well insulated and cannot have any thermal
with a low temperature for the heating – for bridges.” According to Block, this is very do
example from free waste heat supplied from able. “We have already created several shells
the NEST backbone that cannot be used for on different continents.” Nevertheless, the
any other purpose.” And so the designer HiLo roof is an ambitious individual piece.
apartment also recycles ‘leftovers’.
“To address the building physical require
ments, we are building it in four layers,“ ex
Shell roof as a sandwich design
plains Block. “The inside layer is exposed
With the elegant concrete shell designs of architectural concrete with an embedded
architect Heinz Isler (1926-2009), Switzer heating and cooling pipe system. Then, an
land has a strong tradition of interesting, insulation layer follows onto which the
modern shell architecture. These structures second layer of concrete is applied. Finally,
include the highway service area at Deitin there is another layer of insulation with thingen Süd, the indoor swimming pool in Brugg film solar cells on top.”
and the Flieger-Flab-Museum in Dübendorf.
Together with the Block Research Group at Ultra-thin concrete interior cladding
ETH Zurich, Philippe Block is continuing his Particularly the roof’s construction process
legacy with research into thin and expres is innovative, with its individual layers ap
sive lightweight construction using concrete. plied one by one on a carefully engineered
Unlike Isler, however, the conditions he is cable-net and fabric formwork. The shell is
working in are different, as single-layer con 30 centimetres thick at its five point supports.
crete shell roofs don’t even come close to However, its optimised form allows an av
meeting today’s energy standards. That also erage structural thickness of just 8 centime
applies to the multi-curved shell designed by tres and as little as 3 centimetres thick at the
the team as the roof of HiLo.
shell’s outer edges. Remarkably, because of
the innovative flexible formwork, there is no
need for any scaffolding under the roof.
While the roof is being concreted, other
trades can carry on in the interior of the
HiLo.
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“Arming ourselves for
the unexpected.
Can we manage
that?”

>>

1

2

Lightweight floors for skyscrapers
A further innovation being made a reality by
the Block Research Group in HiLo is the de
sign of the novel, self-supporting, concrete
floors. They do not need the usual steel rein
forcement that has been used to build
concrete slabs for more than 100 years. “Con
crete cannot really withstand any tensile
forces, but it is very happy to carry loads in
compression as an arch”, explains Block, “so
we designed a stiffened vaulted floor that
carries all applied loads in compression.”
As a result, the ribbed floor is around
70% lighter than traditional concrete floor
slabs, so it could help to save considerably
on materials and thus on costs in skyscrapers
in the future. In NEST, the floor will be used
in a real-life environment for the first time. It
separates the lower level of the duplex apart
ment from the open space under the curva
ceous shell roof.
Prototype will confirm the concept
Because not only the construction method
but also the layered structure of the HiLo roof
are so unique, the team is currently planning
a full-scale prototype of the roof design. To
gether, scientists and practitioners are en
tering into a venture that could represent a
huge step forward for construction technolo
gy in Switzerland. //

1

An early prototype of the
HiLo roof construction in
an improvised stress test.
2

These lightweight ceilings
separate the upper floor
from the lower floor. They
are around 70 percent
lighter than conventional
concrete ceilings.

Ludwig Hasler,
publicist, philosopher and physicist

Pilot or passenger?

T

he future is a lot like luck. Some want to force it – and are
bound to miss it; others sit back and wait for luck to come to
them – and end up waiting in vain. But the worldly wise know
what it’s all about: We have to make ourselves seem so attractive
that fortune doesn’t overlook us when it happens to whizz by, but
rather takes notice and thinks: Look over there; I can do all sorts of
things with this Empa lot.

What do we want? Fifty years ago, we dreamed of flying cars. Flying,
beating gravity, conquering space. And now? We are supposed to be
carted around like infants. The old visions regarded the future as an
anthem of change, an explosion of human possibilities. Most digital
designs increase comfort, nothing more, in favor of external control.
They serve a society of unimaginative consumer zombies, who are
always told what they are supposed to want next.

And the future? Can we plan it? As we – unlike the Gods – don’t
know what it holds, this would be planning the unplannable. So sit
back and wait then? This would reinforce the already rampant fearmongers, who see nothing but climate change, wars and disasters
looming on the horizon and are obsessed with safety: Prevent w
 orse
from happening, conserve what we’ve got, no experiments. This
heightens the risk of the future catching us on the wrong foot.

Mobility may well run like clockwork at first if we remove acci
dent-prone humans from the traffic equation. And if it manages
itself, energy efficiency may well work at first, too. Then digital
versus analog behaves like reason versus freedom; machine versus
man. Machines don’t make mistakes; they don’t even know how.
They are never drunk, in love, tired, distracted, sad or high. Humans
make 1,001 mistakes because they are always elsewhere in whatever
they do. But only thanks to this are imagination, melancholy, dreams,
brainwaves, collapses and innovations born…

Anyone who wants the future needs to work with it. First, we
have to look attractive – for variations of futuristic eventualities. We
have to motivate, transform, invent and rejuvenate ourselves – to
arm ourselves for the unexpected. Can we manage that? At NEST?
The name is deceptive: You don’t settle in all nice and cozily here;
you join to re-emerge completely different, no sitting on your laurels;
you live a makeshift existence – to discover how to build, reside and
live more sophisticatedly and intelligently. You function virtually
like nature here, which, instead of taking the cushy route, muddles
its way through by checking all the options, including those that
seem futile. Evolutionary drive doesn’t get any better than that.

3

HiLo’s interior will be
characterized by a lot of
light and a futuristic loft
atmosphere.

3

At present, the future tends to be primed in a more one-tracked
manner. Digitization is the magic word here. Cars that drive by
themselves, houses that keep tabs on themselves, apps that control
us. It all comes across as quite pretentious and just seems like one
ginormous infantalization program. Evidently, our future is sup
posed to consist of having sensors at the bar tell us that one whisky
really was enough; after all, we want to perform well on our morning
jog, and the health insurance company agrees.

To whom does the future belong? The machine? Freedom? Us?
Will we still be pilots in future – or just passengers? Will we use
what others program – or will we program our future? We are already
deciding this today. At Empa’s NEST. In ETH-Zurich nests. Soon in
the Innovation Park. One day throughout the entire Swiss nest? Do
we want to be the pinnacle of technology, i.e. pioneers and not
merely users? Do we want to think as well as amass knowledge:
linguistically, artistically, philosophically? The future has the Swiss
nest as a laboratory that pairs off contrasts instead of separating
them: research & industry, technology & art, society & genius. The
future thrives on provocations of chance. //
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M

any people dream of living in a wooden house, but after a few short years the
exterior is already weathered and faded. Even when used inside, the material is
very sensitive, fading in direct sunlight and warping under potted plants if your
neighbor overwaters it while you are away on holidays. It takes a lot of effort to maintain a
house like this. Regular sanding and varnishing is needed, unless you want to tear down
your patio and rebuild it every five years. Wood is nevertheless the preferred material of
many people because it is attractive to look at and strong and simple to work with, making
it ideal as a material for construction.

The fascination of wood

At the end of April, a construction crane pushed the first resi
dential units into NEST just like they were a set of drawers.
The new unit, called “Vision Wood”, is true to its name, as it
contains a great deal of that age-old material. Except with
completely unexpected properties that suddenly make possi
ble what has been impossible in the past.

TEXT: Amanda Arroyo / PICTURES: Empa, Renggli AG, Rossi-Binna AG

Most of the Vision Wood
unit consists of seven
prefabricated modules,
which had been delivered
by flatbed truck and mount
ed by crane on April 26.

New inventions put to the test in real life
In order to make wood easier to care for and thus (even) more attractive as a material for
building, Tanja Zimmermann, Head of the Empa department “Applied Wood Materials”, and
Ingo Burgert, Professor of “Wood Materials Science” at ETH Zurich and Empa researcher,
have worked together with their teams to incorporate new functions into the tried-andtested material. Now the two want to test these material developments in the new unit
“Vision Wood”, which was recently inserted into the NEST building. “This will be the proof
of how the materials behave in real-life conditions”, says Zimmermann.
The unit contains three turn-key residential units that will initially house two doctoral
students. One of them will have an interest in wood and the other one will not. The third
residential unit is to remain empty for the time being and will be used for guided tours. “I
would love to move in there myself”, jokes Zimmermann. “But I wouldn’t be prepared to
do another doctorate for the privilege.” The two students will use the unit together as one
residential space and cause wear and tear through daily use. This is the ultimate practical
test for the new material developments.

Otherwise beech wood is used as firewood
One unusual aspect is that the unit is largely made from beech wood. “The woods in Swit
zerland are full of these deciduous trees”, says Zimmermann, “but up to now we didn’t
know what to do with them.” That’s because this type of wood is very sensitive to moisture.
It warps dramatically when it gets wet. Left unprotected, a wooden façade made from this
material will become completely warped and covered in fungus after just a short time. This
is why nice beech stem wood is only used for interiors, for example for furniture, or as
firewood. But in fact it would be excellently suited to load-bearing structures on account of
its strength. Hence the unit’s load-bearing structure is made from cross laminated beech
timber.
“But even the surfaces in the interior use lots of beech”, says Zimmermann. For example,
the sensitive beech wood was rendered water repellent with a special surface treatment. The
result is a washbasin and shower panels that repel water.

>>
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Left and middle

Prefabrication of the
modules at Renggli AG.
Right

Furniture made from
bamboo composite for
the roof terrace of Vision
Wood.

Wood in completely new places
The doors and door handles, too, have entirely new properties. Thanks to lime stored in the
wood, the doors are more fire resistant, while the wooden door handles kill germs from
unwashed hands thanks to antibacterial iodine integrated in the structure of the wood.
Another highlight is the magnetic wooden notice board that magnets stick to because of iron
oxide particles on the inside. Even the unit’s silicone seals include the wood component
cellulose as a thickening agent.

Vision Wood at a glance:
Further innovations are being tested on the exterior. Firstly, the wooden façade will be more
weather and UV resistant thanks to coatings using microfibrillated cellulose as reinforcing
and carrier material for active substances. This means that fewer cracks will form and the
façade will be protected from microorganisms. Secondly, a new and highly resistant bamboo
composite material will be used for the patio. Thanks to an eco-friendly resin, the bamboo
will also be watertight and weathertight. The patio furniture is also made from the same
material. Because it has especially good tensile strength, it is possible to create particularly
filigree structures. The “Vision Wood” unit is proof that wood can be used to marry attrac
tive design, comfort and sustainability in perfect harmony with each other.

Modular construction – a glimpse into the future
One remarkable aspect of the Vision Wood unit is the particularly high number of prefabri
cated individual components. This is not by chance, but part of the research project. The
seven modules that make up the three housing units are manufactured by the project part
ner Renggli AG and delivered by flatbed truck. A mobile crane was used to slot the modules
into NEST’s middle platform on April 26.
The company’s CEO, Max Renggli, has steadily been gearing his firm towards this kind
of production. “Modular construction has a future,” says Renggli. “It ties in with the modern
production means we have at our disposal today. Using a 3D technique, we can plan the
modules way in advance before assembling them in our production halls and delivering
them to the building site just in time. This enables us to achieve a clean process operation
and minimize the construction phases that take place outside our control.” For Renggli, the
installation of the modules is a kind of test run, on the back of which he wants to optimize
synergies with other sectors. “NEST could be a springboard for a new building culture with
more precise planning, more networked thinking and more diligence on the path towards
the end product.” //

GRAPHICS: www.3D3W.ch
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Energy research in a
vertical neighborhood

Ready for smart exchange: the system of pipes and wirings distributes
energy to the units which need it.

In the district of the future, favors amongst neighbors will go much
further than lending a lawnmower or giving some sugar for baking.
They will help each other out with energy – with electricity, heat and
gas. With the help of the demonstrators NEST and move, the “ehub” –
short for Energy Hub – combines energy flows between buildings and
mobility within a ‘vertical’ district. The aim of the project is to optimize
energy management.

TEXT: Stephan Kälin / PICTURES: Empa, 3D3W

B

uildings as energy producers, season
al storages in the district, bi-direction
al energy networks: Energy supply is
becoming more and more decentralized, and
at the same time is raising a range of new
issues. What level of local energy autonomy
makes sense? What is the importance of new
technologies and what combinations make
sense? How can the energy demand in mo
bility be integrated in building-systems?
What are the effects on the electrical distri
bution grid or heating networks? “ehub is an
energy research platform that makes it pos
sible to answer these and other questions,
test new energy concepts and determine the
potential for increased efficiency”, says Urs
Elber, Managing Director of Empa’s Re
search Focus Area and Project Manager of
ehub.

Shift to mobility
Thanks to efficient photovoltaic units, in fu
ture more electricity will be produced in
summer than is consumed locally. In a build
ing, batteries can store this energy in the
short term, but in order to store electricity
for longer periods, it can be converted to
hydrogen. For this purpose, ehub uses com
ponents of the mobility demonstrator move.
In this demonstrator Empa collaborates with
partners from industry and the public sector
to show several ways in which the mobility
of the future can be transitioned from fossil
fuels to pure renewables. There excess elec
tricity is used to create hydrogen with Elec
trolysis to store it in special tanks. The hy
drogen serves as a fuel for fuel-cell vehicles
on the one hand and it can be re-routed back
into the building on the other hand, where
it is converted back into electricity using
fuel-cells.

Many components, one central platform
ehub comprises a large number of compo
nents that convert, store and release energy. ‘Signposts’ for future investments
They are connected with each other via in ehub is open to receiving specific questions
telligent controls and can be extended to from research and industry. “Our results on
incorporate further technologies. “Depend suitability and the combination of individual
ing on the research question, the compo technologies in a system should lay the foun
nents can be operated separately or in con dations for future investment decisions by
cert. That’s why there is not just one oper planners, architects, energy suppliers and
ating scenario, but lots of different ones, the authorities and give them meaningful
some of which run parallel to each other”, and integrated alternatives for action.”
explains Philipp Heer, ehub Technology That’s how Urs Elber sums up the goals of
Manager. As a test environment, ehub uses ehub. To make sure this is a success, it is also
the two demonstrators NEST and move. necessary to think beyond the district and
“From an energy perspective, the individual understand how the changed local networks
units in NEST represent independent resi can impact on the overall energy system, he
dential or office buildings”, according to says.
Philipp Heer. For energy research, NEST is
This is why the next step is for ehub is
thus a “vertical district” where new energy to be expanded beyond the boundaries of
concepts can be examined for a single com the Empa campus and linked up to the
“Energy System Integration” (ESI) platform
ponent up to a group of buildings.
The units are connected to different of the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI). This
electricity, heat and gas networks, which al broad collaboration raises energy research
low energy to flow in both directions. “For to a new level and allows research to be con
example, heat can be transferred from one ducted on energy networks that are geo
unit where it is too hot and to a unit where graphically distributed. Moreover, pooling
heat is needed”, Heer explains. If more heat the various skills and technologies enables
is generated in summertime than is needed a holistic view of the energy systems of the
within the neighborhood, seasonal storage future.. // ehub.empa.ch
systems are used. ehub has an ice storage
and various geothermal probes for this pur
pose. The stored heat can then be redistrib
uted back into the district, i.e. to NEST, in
winter.

move –
mobility of the future
ehub combines two demonstrators on the Empa
campus: NEST and move. In both, energy is convert
ed, stored, used and sometimes even generated.
Opened in November 2015, the demonstration and
technology transfer platform “move” enables Empa
researchers to investigate the production of new
fuels based on renewable excess electricity with significantly lower CO2 emissions in a real environment.
Renewable electricity serves as the energy source,
especially during periods with low electricity demand – or is generated in one of NEST’s units.
This renewable electricity can be turned into mobility in different ways: Firstly, it can be stored tempor
arily in a grid-battery for a few hours and then used
to charge electric vehicle batteries. Secondly, it can
be converted into hydrogen for fuel cell vehicles by
way of electrolysis. Hydrogen is easier to store than
battery power.
Ultimately, the aim is to expand the project and produce as a third way synthetic methane from hydrogen and CO2 at “move”, which will enable the re
nweable electricity to be used in gas vehicles.
Besides the optimization of energy conversion and
storage technologies, “move” should also reveal
which kind of vehicle drive is best suited to which
“mobility application”.
move.empa.ch
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“We could axe various
power stations if our
electricity and gas
grids were used
correctly.”
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Bastian Etter checks that the urine recycling system is
working. The system extracts nutrients from urine and is
part of the research activities in the WaterHub.

Switzerland’s buildings need to become smarter and
more energy-efficient. Walter Steinmann, Director of
the Swiss Federal Office of Energy (SFOE), believes
that they can learn this from NEST.

“NEST should be a beacon that lights
our path.”
Mr. Steinmann, what challenges does Switzerland’s building
stock face?
Swiss buildings need to become more energy-efficient and intelli
gent. And both at the same time, too. Buildings need to form an
active element in a larger overall energy system. This especially
goes for the heat and power grid. Instead of merely being consu
mers here, buildings should become part of these networks and, if
possible, feed electricity or energy into them.

For a long time, the focus for the realization of the energy strategy was on the building shell. Now building services are
increasingly to be promoted. What is the SFOE’s strategy?
Firstly, building technology is increasingly to become part of the
cantons’ building program, which means it can be co-funded.
Secondly, we want to reach a stage where good examples like NEST
also get noticed outside the industry. After all, a great many people
are unaware of the opportunities that building services offer. And
finally, we also need competent people to realize all these good
ideas. That’s why we’re involved in education and training in con
junction with the electrical installation association VSEI, for in
stance.

And why do our buildings need a higher IQ?
Thanks to the mounting intelligence in buildings, we are able to
control systems in an increasingly user-oriented way. This improves
efficiency and interaction. As residents, we still provide important
input, but the buildings will perform the lion’s share of the regula In Switzerland, power stations are currently a hot topic. How
can the discussion be brought from production to consumption
tion work thanks to their intelligence, without any help from us.
or energy efficiency?
That’s an important process which has only just begun. A current
Where does NEST come in?
NEST enables researchers to test new solutions experimentally and study reveals that we could axe various power stations in Switzer
check whether they can survive on the market. The backbone pro land if the electricity and gas grids were used correctly. In other
vided is crucial; you can test the individual modules and technolo words, they wouldn’t just serve transport, but also the storage and
gies on it, which will be exciting. This is something that doesn’t just-in-time production of energy. There are still great efficiency and
savings opportunities here. A second key point is the residents. We
exist anywhere else.
have to focus more on them and especially their conduct. They
should see themselves and their buildings as a key piece in the
The SFOE supports NEST as a lighthouse project. What do these
bigger picture. //
projects mean for the Swiss federal government?
The term lighthouse projects was coined by Doris Leuthard. She
wanted – and still does – to show the population at large that it’s
already possible to head in the direction of the Energy Strategy 2050
today. A lighthouse project like NEST should therefore cast its light
across the region and make it clear that this is presumably where
the energy world is heading. Not only is this interesting for private
individuals or building owners, but also the entire industry. At
NEST, you can practically see the new things on the horizon and
then ponder whether we need new professions to realize them.
INTERVIEW: Michael Staub

The toilet of the future
Wastewater treatment consumes a huge amount of energy. A great deal of effort is needed to
remove substances like nitrogen or medicine residues from the wastewater, while on the other
hand we use large amounts of energy to collect nitrogen from the air for fertilizers. Is there another
way to do this, or is it perhaps possible to connect the two? In the “WaterHub”, Eawag’s research
project in NEST, researchers are looking for answers.

TEXT: Mirella Wepf / PICTURE: Eawag

T

he toilets in NEST are unique. They contain sensors that can
detect whether water or urine is flowing into the bowl. As
soon as urine is detected, a small channel opens that allows
the urine to pass through separately. When the toilet is flushed, this
channel closes and the fecal matter is flushed into a second pipe
together with the toilet paper. The ‘number 1‘ and ‘number 2’ land
in a room in the basement of the building that is around 100 m2 in
size, where they are processed and examined by Eawag researchers
in pilot facilities.
The German company Duravit developed the toilets in collabo
ration with Eawag and other companies. These toilets carry out a
key function in the “WaterHub” – the official name given to NEST’s
water research activities. “Without separating out the urine, a huge
part of our research projects would not be possible”, explains Eawag
researcher Bastian Etter, who coordinates the WaterHub. In the ini
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tial phase, the WaterHub comprises three main projects: the treat
ment and recovery of urine (‘yellow-water’ is the technical term),
the treatment and recycling of water used for bathing and washing
food, clothes and dishware (referred to as ‘greywater’) and the treat
ment of fecal sludge comprising toilet paper, feces and flushwater
(‘blackwater’). Further projects will be added over time, for example
research in the field of rainwater recycling, innovations to counter
the development of odor in wastewater and various platforms for
industry cooperation.
Saving energy and money
“When you think about it, the way we handle wastewater is absurd”,
says Etter. “We mix feces, urine, greywater and rainwater together,
flush it with valuable drinking water, and in the wastewater treat
ment plant it all has to be separated again using huge amounts of
energy.” He does the math: “Between 50 and 90 percent of the nu
trients that have to be removed from our wastewater come from
urine.” These are chiefly nitrogen and phosphorus, high concentra
tions of which have an adverse effect on bodies of water. Two thirds
of the medicine residues in the wastewater also come from urine, but
urine only makes up one percent of the total volume of wastewater.
To sum up, if we were to separate out the urine from the outset, it
would be possible to run wastewater treatment plants with much
less energy.
Theoretically, feces and urine could also be put to better use –
either as fertilizers or as fuel. However, there are some problems with
this that have not yet been fully resolved. At the core, these include
the efficient and safe removal of pathogens and the fact that there
are no market-ready processes for separating feces from urine and
recovering the nutrients. Etter says: “In the case of nitrogen for ex
ample, which is needed in agriculture as fertilizer, we are currently
taking the long way round. We use enormous industrial plants to
collect nitrogen from the air. At the same time we put a great deal of
effort into removing it from our wastewater. It would make sense if
we could make this a closed cycle.”
Six wastewater channels
These examples explain why NEST has six separate pipes instead of
one single wastewater channel: one each for feces, urine, rain water,
the lighter (i.e. less polluted) greywater from the shower, the heavier
water from the kitchen (containing grease) and, just to be sure, one
channel that leads into the sewage system. The separate wastewater
flows make it possible to examine certain issues in a targeted way
and to come up with solutions to reduce water consumption, to
reuse service water several times and to use the nutrients in the
wastewater.
According to Bastian Etter, it is definitely realistic for larger
buildings in Switzerland to have their own wastewater treatment
facilities in future and to no longer be dependent on the sewage
system. “We’re not there yet, but the trend will and should go in this
direction.” He tells us that the first pilot projects are already in plan
ning but are not yet a reality.

“Several generations
of researchers will
work at NEST.”

However, the Eawag researchers are not just aiming to optimize
wastewater management here at home – they are also looking to
countries with other requirements, in particular to developing coun
tries and to regions that suffer from drought. More than two billion
people worldwide do not have access to hygienically safe toilets.
This burdens the environment and poses a health risk to society.
Large treasure trove of experience in relation to water
When carrying out their research work at NEST, the Eawag research
ers can fall back on the experience gained from numerous predeces
sor projects. These include the development of the Blue Diversion
toilet, which won an Innovation Award in 2014 from the Internatio
nal Water Association (IWA) for the best applied research (www.
bluediversiontoilet.com).
The separation of urine has already been taking place for the
past eleven years in the Eawag main building, which is situated
200 meters from NEST. The resulting fertilizer manufactured by
Eawag using a newly developed process has recently gone on sale.
NEST will offer Eawag and its partners considerably more scope for
innovation. //

Janet Hering is Director of the aquatic
research institute Eawag. At NEST,
she is looking to initiate research that
aids the careful handling of water
and sewage.

“Water and energy are closely linked”
Ms. Hering, Eawag has a research scope that extends beyond
Switzerland. What will be the major global challenges for water
and sewage in the next decade?
The two biggest problems worldwide are safe drinking water and
inadequate sanitary infrastructure for large sections of the popula
tion. This affects numerous developing countries. Drinking water
often contains germs, and there is often a lack of sewer systems or
sewage treatment.
How can we approach these problems and where do your NEST
projects come in?
We want to conduct research that can be used in developing and
industrialized countries alike. At NEST, we’re studying a technique
we co-developed to treat urine, for instance. This enables valuable
nutrients to be obtained and used as fertilizer. Another research
focus area we’re pursuing at NEST is the preparation and use of
graywater. The global demand for this technology is huge.

industry so we can either prepare products for the market or incor
porate them into the Innovation Park in Dübendorf.
Do we need to think more about saving water again?
Pure water consumption isn’t really such a problem. But it’s impor
tant to realize that water and energy are closely linked. In other
words, water consumption automatically leads to an energy de
mand – primarily due to the hot water supply and wastewater treat
ment. And the energy required needs to be produced first. It’s less
about the cost of this energy production than the repercussions. I’m
talking about climate change, for instance.

Those are relatively complicated relationships. Can this issue be
solved technically or will it take a change in behavior instead?
There’s no such thing as a perfect solution that works across the
board. You always need to look at the context, then weigh up the
pros and cons. But some things are presumably just common sense.
The utility room springs to mind: After all, do we really need to do
How would you describe this kind of graywater usage?
all our laundry at 95 degrees these days? (Laughs). With today’s
Graywater is water that’s only slightly polluted. It can be cleaned machines and detergents, your laundry will still get clean at lower
and reused a second time. NEST offers us the opportunity to study temperatures. So while the result is still the same, it uses a lot less
graywater under real conditions, without actually exposing the res energy. //
idents to the water. To date, relatively little research has been con
ducted on how such systems work – one reason for the extremely
extensive pipe system in the backbone.
NEST has a planned service life of at least 30 years. What’s the
timeframe for the Eawag projects?
In its first year of operation, we’ll focus on installing the entire in
frastructure. We then want to get started on the first research pro
jects as soon as possible. Usually, they will be doctoral projects that
last for four years. So several generations of researchers will be able
to work at NEST. We’re aiming for increased collaboration with

INTERVIEW: Michael Staub
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In “Hybrid”, people are supposed to express themselves creatively and develop projects; in
other words: perform “variation” tasks, such as brainstorming, discussions or finding solu
tions. Consequently, the facility is designed for a high degree of flexibility: tables, chairs and
presentation areas can be organized and moved around as and when needed. Through
“Hybrid”, the researchers are looking to gain insights into how spaces can be redesigned and
used purpose specific. Additionally the project aims to continually develop furniture for the
office of the future.
Naturally created indoor climate
The “In-Out” section based on the evolutionary mechanism “selection” is also geared to
wards collaboration. Project members meet to present, adapt and prioritize concepts – or
have an informal chat. In this zone, no heating, ventilation or air conditioning was installed.
Only the room structure, the façade construction, a latent heat storage unit, materials such
as wood and textiles, and plants regulate the indoor climate. This design is to demonstrate
how temperature, air humidity or even the oxygen balance can be maintained at a perfor
mance-enhancing level with passive building technology.
In the “Cocoon” zone, considerations on the evolutionary mechanism “stabilization”
are expressed. Individual work and a high degree of privacy are just as possible as focused
collaboration. Every user can personalize their own work space, such as by setting the light
and temperature according to their individual preferences. And anyone who wants to retreat
can sit down in the bay embedded between “Cocoon’s” individual and teamwork stations.
The experts expect “Cocoon” to yield insights into how the need for privacy while per
forming tasks can also be fulfilled in open-plan offices. //

Offices that adapt
like a chameleon
What will the office of the
future look like? With
“Meet2Create” researchers from
Lucerne University of Applied
Sciences and Arts are looking
to solve questions like this.
TEXT: Reto Zanettin / PICTURES: HSLU

A

quarter of Switzerland’s employees regularly work remotely. Many have days where
they work from home; some work at another branch, the customer’s premises or on
the go, as the study SwissFlexWork 2014 conducted by the University of Applied
Sciences and Arts Northwestern Switzerland reveals. One of the challenges of mobile and
flexible work is to find the right environment for each task. Writing reports and concepts
or compiling presentations requires quiet zones. Brainstorming and discussion sessions, on
the other hand, need rooms that encourage creativity and teamwork. This is precisely w
 here
the Competence Center Typology & Planning in Architecture (CCTP) at Lucerne University
of Applied Sciences and Arts – Engineering & Architecture (HSLU) comes in: At NEST, its
researchers have now realized a “human office”, where the impact of novel office spaces
can be tested in practice.

From innovation process to interior design
“The office of the future will be centered on the topics variety, appropriation, comfort, di
versity, exchange and encounter,” says project head Sybilla Amstutz. “It will be capable of
adapting to the needs and activities of the users.” For the conception, the developers of
Meet2Create began with a typical innovation process. In order to allow an idea to mature,
evolutionary mechanisms are required – just like in nature: “variation”, “selection” and
“stabilization”. The scientists assigned these three mechanisms typical tasks that need to be
performed in an office. Brainstorming and exchange for example, belong to “variation”,
presentations and discussions take place in “selection” and individual work ranks among
“stabilization”. In the Meet2Create unit, three work zones called “Hybrid”, “In-Out” and
“Cocoon” correspond to these mechanisms.

Left

In the “Cocoon” zone, the room layout and individually customizable work stations allow both team and individual work.
The experiences with this concept will be channeled into the architecture of open-plan offices.
Right

A model of Meet2Create’s interior architecture.
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“I’ve come to realize
that the coffee machine
is the most important
place in research.”

Solar quality of life
Government councillor Markus Kägi is
Head of the Building Department in
the Canton of Zurich, which supports
NEST with substantial start-up funding.

A fitness and wellness center is currently being constructed at NEST. Not only is
it particularly energy-efficient compared to conventional facilities, it also supplies
its own power.
TEXT: Amanda Arroyo / PICTURES: Empa

“We’re absolutely convinced by NEST.”
Compact building and energy efficiency are key topics all over
Switzerland. What strategy is the Canton of Zurich pursuing
here?
As regards energy efficiency, we primarily rely on technical progress,
the further education of experts and keeping the public informed.
Evidently, our strategy is a success as the renovation rate is above
the national average. And we’re also on target for the reduction of
CO2 emissions.
NEST offers efficient housing units with a low space requirement.
How does the project help you to achieve your strategic targets?
NEST is a great opportunity for research. As you know, you can’t
tell research what goals it should achieve. But you can support it
financially, which we do and are confident it yields good products
that in turn will accommodate our goals. Therefore, we promote
NEST out of conviction, and it also fits in with our spatial develop
ment strategy, which sends out strong signals as regards densifica
tion. What’s more, the project is a true lighthouse. It isn’t just about
theory; the modules are also inhabited. For me, this means that
anyone who wants to research something new in this building also
has to live with it. That’s very direct, immediate access.
Has research been too far removed from practice until now?
No, not at all. But with NEST, you follow a different path. Anyone
who wants to try out something experiences it first-hand. Research
doesn’t get much more empirical than that.

The City of Zurich and its agglomeration rank among the most
urban areas of Switzerland. How rapidly will we see innovations
here that hark back to NEST?
NEST should reduce the development time for innovations. I invite
entrepreneurs and industries to seize these opportunities, too. This
will enable new technologies to reach the practical application stage
sooner. If industry continues to be so involved, I’m confident that
the first innovations based on NEST will already be on the market
in a few years’ time.
The Canton of Zurich boasts a unique concentration of universities and research facilities. How important is NEST as an ambassador for this expertise?
NEST is another brick for Zurich as a research and development hub.
Like the numerous institutions of higher education in our canton, it
too should serve the entire population. NEST is in a prime location
if you think of the forthcoming Innovation Park in Dübendorf. This
provides good stability as the closer together people from research
are, the better the results will be. I’ve learnt that the most important
place in a research institution is the coffee machine. People meet
there and bounce ideas off each other. We’re absolutely convinced
by NEST; otherwise, we wouldn’t have invested a single franc. And
I’m personally behind it 100 percent.

INTERVIEW: Michael Staub

What other insights do you personally expect from NEST?
The project should provide stimuli for technical progress – both for
energy efficiency and spatial densification. But I’d like to stress that,
as a canton, we provide start-up funding. We don’t want to inter
vene directly in the market, but rather take on more of a mentor role.
This enables us to boost the economy’s innovative strength and help
prepare new technologies for the market.

The Solar Fitness and Wellness unit will be ready on the northeastern side of NEST at the end of 2016.
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“In the past, everyone
did their own thing.
You can’t afford this
anymore.”
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A heat pump at the heart
Zimmermann gladly reveals how he can
save so much energy: Firstly, the steam
room and saunas are only heated up when
they are actually used. Thanks to a booking
system, employees can reserve the Finnish
sauna, the bio-sauna or the steam room,
which will then be ready for their slot. Sec
ondly, the unit boasts an ingenious system
to prevent heat and moisture losses. The
showers have a heat recovery system that
uses the the warm waste water for warming
up the cold water. The same goes for the
saunas and the steam room, where heat and
moisture is recovered from the used air.
However, the largest energy savings are
achieved with the central, so-called hightemperature CO2 heat pump. This center
piece provides the heat of the entire unit.
Using solar power, it can heat up carbon
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Daniel Huser, the Central President of the
Raum für Technik
building services association Suissetec,
regards NEST as an innovation engine.
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“Researchers and workmen
collaborate more closely than ever before.”
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First the toil, then the
reward: the fitness equipment on the lower floor.
The reward hangs in
plain view on the ceiling
in the form of the sauna
landscape.
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short bike ride through the streets of
Hong Kong with a colleague during
lunchbreak. This might sound like a
business trip, but it isn’t. Instead, it is a vi
sion for the staff at Empa and Eawag: Slapbang in the middle of the Dübendorf campus,
a unique fitness is currently under construc
tion with support from the building services
association suissetec. It is well worth ped
aling away on the high-tech machines. Apart
from a special motivation program, which
enables you for example to explore various
cities virtually or work off a special reward
and the health benefit, you actually generate
power, too – energy that can be put to good
use in the wellness oasis.
“When cycling, I produce roughly the
same amount of electricity as one square
meter of solar cells,” says Mark Zimmer
mann, Innovation Manager at Empa’s fit
ness and wellness unit. His goal is to satisfy
society’s needs in a sustainable way. Sauna
landscapes are particularly monumental
power guzzlers. A conventional fitness cen
ter with two saunas and a steam bath con
sumes about 120,000 kWh electricity per
year. “That’s a lot,” says Zimmermann.
“There’s plenty of energy-saving potential
here.” The energy-optimized wellness center
at NEST, however, requires only 17 percent
of that, which are produced by the building
itself thanks to photovoltaics, solar thermal
collectors – and the sweat and tears of the
fitness-center goers.
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dioxide to 130 degrees. The hot CO flows to As a result, the unit will not only boost the
various water tanks and heats them to differ physical and mental wellbeing of the staff, it
ent temperatures. “This allows to use the will also move research a step further. Con
temperature stepwise,” says Zimmermann. sequently, all will be revealed as to whether
It is used to heat the storage tank of the Finn the latest developments from the lab will
ish sauna to 120 degrees, of the steam room also prove successful in practice. //
and bio sauna to 90 degrees. In addition, it
warms upthe shower water to 50 degrees
and the heating water to 30 degrees. This
concept allows an optimum use of the heat,
without any unnecessary losses whatsoever.
2

Air-conditioning for free
Even though the fitness and wellness unit
doesn’t need any fossil energy sources and
is brimming with technical features, the fit
ness-center-goers don’t have to forfeit any
creature comforts, either. The efficient heat
pump systems allows in summer also for
free cooling of the fitness area. Also a very
special spatial concept was designed to
make the guest feel at home. Although the
fitness and wellness sections are housed in
the same room, the three elliptical wellness
units “float” way above the heads of the peo
ple working out.

Switzerland’s building stock still consumes too much energy.
What can building services do to help?
State-of-the-art technology is used in new buildings, which usually
brings extremely high efficiency gains. Intelligent control systems
and operating optimizations can also make major savings – using
this method, I can reach both old and new buildings. Another point
Schnitt 03 & Grundriss Ellipsoid
is the production of sustainable energy. Photovoltaic or solar ther
mal systems come into consideration for virtually any building.
Vorprojekt
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Your industry already enjoys a sound reputation today and the
technical level is very high. What additional innovations will
NEST bring for building services?
It demands solutions that have never been asked for before. The
backbone, into which the individual modules can be slotted, was
very challenging from a building services perspective. Water and
sewage pipes, for instance, are usually supposed to be as solid and
permanent as possible. It’s a completely new mindset to effectively
be able to plug this kind of piping in and out. And normally we
install piping once and the building is finished. At NEST, this all
needs to be far more flexible.

The innovation cycles in the building industry are around eight
to ten years. How can NEST help reduce these periods?
As the initiator, Empa is very strong in research and development.
It’s very close to new technologies. For our part, we building tech
nicians are strong in realization. At NEST, people now sit around
the table who would otherwise have very little contact with each
other. It’s a congregation of research, industry and skilled crafts and
trades, and there’s a direct exchange. This will automatically short
en the cycles because nobody is doing anything purely for them
selves. As an association, we see ourselves a bit like bridge-builders
here.

So is NEST an “enabler” for the building services industry because the communication is becoming more intensive?
I originally qualified as a sanitary planner and tinsmith. Back then,
you drew your plans, but never really spoke to the heating engineer
or electrician. Everyone did his or her thing, on both the drawing
board and the building site. You can’t afford this blinkered thinking
these days. Today, you have to plan together from the outset because
the projects are far more complex. Apart from heating, air condi
tioning and sanitation, there is also the entire building automation
now, including electrical planning. At NEST, you can test how this
Building technicians aren’t just involved in the backbone. Your
collaboration works under ideal conditions. And one key aspect is
association supports the NEST module “Solar Fitness and Wellthe permanent access to the project. Normally, we fire up the sys
ness”. How did that come about?
Suissetec will be 125 years old this year. Rather than just mark it tems in a building, then the doors are closed. With NEST, we can
with a celebration and a commemorative publication, we also want ask the users questions and record the latest findings. We’re on
ed do something for the entire industry. In the wellness module, we board throughout the entire project. //
use a special, newly developed CO2 heat pump, for instance. It isn’t
even on the market yet, it’s so new. And we can also test how ef
fectively the wellness module’s technology can be combined with
the layout. The sauna wouldn’t be heated in advance, for instance,
but only when users actually come.
INTERVIEW: Michael Staub
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SolAce: façades in

a new light

Temperature and air
regulation technology
is not
new to the market. Wi
th the NEST unit SolAc
e, however, scientists from EP
F Lausanne are lookin
g to
explore another field of
climate technology: ho
w to
handle light. The unit’s
façade is to be fitted
with
technology that has an
impact on energy efficie
ncy
and increases comfort.
The research on energ
y-effi
cient light usage revolv
es around photovoltai
cs and
photothermics. As regard
s comfort, the scientist
s are
working on channelin
g daylight into the bu
ilding’s
interior. How can light
be scattered or concen
trated
in the room and condu
cted to one place or an
other
so as to maximize the
residents’ comfort? A
system
comprising high-perform
ance sensors, micro-m
irrors
and other active façad
e elements should provid
e the
answers. The researche
rs expect the project to
yield
strategies for controllin
g complex façades.

Urban Minin
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resources in using build ing
cycles
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NEST project partners

A big thank you
We were only able to design and create something as
special as NEST thanks to the active support of our
numerous partners. Even though the initial ideas and
concepts were developed here at Empa, such a unique
project as our “living lab” would not have been possible without them. This “sponsor’s board” is a testament to this.
I would like to take this opportunity to offer all our
partners my express and heart-felt thanks – for their
support (especially financially, but also in the form of
input for planning projects, units etc.), not to mention
their courage, foresight, advice and so much more. It
was (and remains) an exciting journey and I’m convinced that NEST will yield numerous innovations in
the building and energy sectors for years to come.

NTB
Interstaatliche Hochschule
für Technik Buchs
FHO Fachhochschule Ostschweiz

Gian-Luca Bona
Director Empa

3D3W
Bauart
Bauwerk Parkett
Beckhoff
BuildUp
CCEM
Creaplant
Création Baumann
Dätwyler
Dransfeld Architekten
Duravit
Ego Kiefer

Fagus Jura
Feller
FHS St.Gallen
fit & wellness concept
Flisom
Glaeser
Glas Trösch
Gramazio Kohler Architects
HAG
ILEK Universität Stuttgart
ISP Küchen
Klafs

Küng Sauna
Lauber Iwisa
Lenzlinger Söhne
Lutz Architects
Migros
Modularis
Polycom
NCCR Digital Fabrication
QC Experts
Rehau
RS Licht nach Mass
Ruum

Sage Glass
Samsung
Scheco
Schweizer Metallbau
Serge Ferrari
Solprag Automation
& Process Control
Spaeter
Stokar & Partner
Supermanoeuvre
Suter Inox
SV Group

Swiss Eco Tap
Taconova
Tuchschmid
Urimat
vogt partner
VSE
Werner Sobek Group
Wesco
Xorella Frank
Zapco

Empa – The Place
where Innovation Starts

